Model: UR-262 Aoraki
Remote Switch
English Instruction Manual

Thank you for purchasing the KIWIFOTOS UR-262 Aoraki Remote Switch. For the best performance,
please read the instruction carefully before using. You must read it throughly and fully understand this
manual to avoid improper operation lead to damage of the product.

KIWIFOTOS UR-262 Aoraki Camera 2in1 Wireless and Wired Remote Control has 4 models to be
compatible with CANON, NIKON, SONY, PENTAX cameras. You can easily use this remote switch on
different cameras by changing the connecting cables. This remote switch is designed to prevent camera
shake and is ideal for taking pictures of subjects that are difficult to approach. It adopts an
ultra-lightweight design. The remote has a two-stage release button, to use by pressing half to focus,
pressing fully to trigger the shutter and taking a photo. What’ more, the remote has built-in infrared code
for Canon, Nikon, Pentax, Sony cameras. It enables user to control cameras at a distance up to 20
meters.

Working Distance
Camera

Remote Model

Maximum Working Range (meter)

Maximum Working Range (feet)

CANON

UR-262C

5m

16.5ft

NIKON

UR-262N

20m

66ft

SONY

UR-262S

15m

49.5ft

PENTAX

UR-262P

8m

26.4ft

Specifications





Battery type: CR2032 Battery
Weight: Approx 21.8g (without battery)
Dimension (L × W × D ): 90mm × 34mm × 12mm (3.54" × 1.35" × 0.47")
Operating temperature: 5 °C to 40 °C (40 °F to 105 °F)

Package Contains




UR-262 Remote × 1
Connecting Cord × 1
CR2032 Battery × 1

Identify the Remote

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infrared signal output
Shutter button
Function dial (the appearance of different models are different)
Function selector
Remote socket

Install the Battery
1．Prize up the battery cover with your finger, then remove the cover from the remote.

2．Insert a CR-2032 battery to the battery compartment with anode facing upwards and press
down. Make sure battery is well installed into the battery compartment for use. Do not install
batteries in the reverse direction as this could cause the batteries to leak corrosive liquids,
generate heat or explode.

3．Press down the battery cover as the picture shown below to cover the battery.

4．To replace a weak battery, please use your finger to prize up the battery and replace a new one.

Use UR-262 with Cord as a Wired Switch
 Setup
1.
2.

Turn off the power of your camera before proceeding to the next step.
Plug the end of the connecting cord into the remote as the picture shown left, then plug the other
end to the camera remote socket (the appearance of this end for different cameras may varies).

3.
4.

Turn on the power of your camera.
Press the shutter button halfway to focus, then press the shutter button fully to take a photo.

Use UR-262 as Infrared Remote
UR-262 has built-in infrared code for Canon,Nikon,Pentax,Sony cameras. The function mode dial for this
four brands cameras is different. Please refer to following instruction for use.


Infrared Function Description
For Canon cameras, the function dial acts as the following table shows.

Function Dial

Function
Instant shutter release

Delay shutter release

OFF

Infrared Function OFF

For Nikon cameras, the function dial acts as the following table shows.

Function Dial

Function
Instant shutter release

OFF

Infrared Function OFF

For Pentax cameras, the function dial acts as the following table shows.

Function Dial

Function
Instant shutter release

T/W

Transform between Telephoto
and Wide angle

Fn

Video recording

OFF

Infrared Function OFF

NOTE:
*T/W function is not compatible with DSLR or SLR Cameras. Since the focal length of these
cameras’ lens need to be manually adjusted.
*Fn function is only compatible with those Pentax cameras have video recording function and
infrared receiver at the same time.

For Sony cameras, the function dial acts as the following table shows.

Function Dial

Function
Instant shutter release
Delay shutter release

REC

Video recording

OFF

Infrared Function OFF

 Setting
1.
2.

3.

Please refer to your camera manual instruction to turn on Remote Control
/Infrared Remote
Function, different cameras may varies.
Aim the remote control at the infrared receiver on the camera (usually within +/- 20 degree of the
lens axis, from the left to the right and from the top to the bottom), when using the remote outdoors,
make sure that the subject is not backlit and that the line of site between the remote and the infrared
receiver is not blocked by the lens or other obstacles.

The function dial is default at OFF position when you insert a new battery into UR-262 the first time,
please press the function selector to move the function dial to the function you want to use.

4.

Then press the shutter button on UR-262 to enable the function you choose in step 3. When you
press the shutter button of the UR-262, the specific function led light will flash.

Attention




When the remote is not being used for a long time, please keep the function dial at OFF position to
save the power.
Do not leave the remote control in place subject to extremely high temperature.
The operable range of the infrared controller will shorten when the battery is weak.



All specifications above are based on KIWIFOTOS’s testing standards.



Product specifications and external appearance are subject to change without notice.



ONE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
If for any reason, this KIWIFOTOS product fails within ONE YEAR of the date of purchase, return this
product to your KIWIFOTOS dealer or contact service@KIWIFOTOS.COM and it will be exchanged for
you at no charge (not include shipping cost). KIWIFOTOS products are guaranteed for ONE FULL YEAR
against defects in workmanship and materials. If at any time after one year, your KIWIFOTOS product
fails under normal use, we invite you to return it to KIWIFOTOS for evaluation.

KIWIFOTOS Trading Co., Ltd.
Office TEL: +86 755 82359938/ 82369905/ 82146289
Office FAX: +86 755 82146183
Website: WWW.KIWIFOTOS.COM
Email: sales@kiwifotos.com / service@kiwifotos.com

